Prostacyclin receptors: Transcriptional regulation and novel signalling mechanisms.
The prostanoid Prostacyclin plays diverse physiologic roles within the vasculature and other systems, and is widely implicated in several cardiovascular, pulmonary and renal diseases. Despite this, knowledge of the factors regulating expression of the I prostanoid receptor (the IP) remained largely unknown. This review details recent advances in understanding the key transcriptional regulators determining expression of the PTGIR gene in the human vasculature and the identification of novel interacting partners of the IP that impact on its function therein. Included in this are the trans-acting factors that regulate expression of the PTGIR under basal- and regulated-conditions, particularly those determining its up-regulation in response to cellular differentiation, estrogen and low serum-cholesterol. Moreover, the functional implications of the interactions between the IP with PDZK1, a multi PDZ-domain containing protein essential for reverse-cholesterol transport and endothelialization, and the IP with IKEPP, the intestinal and kidney enriched PDZ protein, for the role of the prostacyclin-IP axis within the vasculature are reviewed.